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Abstract

distributed programming (OODP) is a generalization
of the client-server model, in that objects encapsulate an internal state and make it accessible through
a well-de ned interface. Client applications may import an interface, bind to a remote instance of it, and
issue remote object invocations [6]. This use of objects naturally accommodates heterogeneity and autonomy: heterogeneity since messages sent to objects
depend only on their interfaces and not on their internals, autonomy because object implementations can
change transparently, provided they maintain their
interfaces [16].
In 1989, the Object Management Group (OMG)
started elaborating an open standard for OODP,
called the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [18]. At the time of this writing, OMG counted more than 500 members worldwide, including enterprises like Apple, DEC, HP,
IBM, NCR, Novell, and SUN. Many of the large software producing rms have committed to make their
products comply with CORBA withing the next few
years.
People living in what we could call the \CORBA
world" emphasize aspects such as reusability, portability, interoperability, and integration of legacy information systems. Unfortunately, the current version of CORBA as well as the Object Request Brokers (ORBs) in use today do not adequately treat
two of the most fundamental problems which occur
in real-world distributed applications, namely partial
failures and consistent ordering of distributed events
[9]. In face of partial failures, large distributed applications implemented with current ORB technology may behave in an unpredictable way, leading to
inconsistent data or to other malfunctions. Moreover, reliable asynchronous communication is not adequately supported in the CORBA standard, though
asynchronous communication is important for building scalable distributed applications, as it permits to
overlap computation with communication and to hide
network latencies.

Groupware and fault-tolerant distributed systems stimulate the need for structuring activities around objectgroups and reliable multicast communication. The objectgroup abstraction permits to treat a collection of networkobjects as if they were a single object; clients can invoke
operations on object-groups without needing to know the
exact membership of the group. Object-groups mainly
serve to increase reliability through replication, performance through parallelism, or to distribute data from one
sender to a large number of receivers eciently. This paper describes how object-groups and reliable multicast
communication can be added to a CORBA compliant
Object Request Broker. It also presents ELECTRA |
a CORBA Object Request Broker whose architecture is
pervaded by the group concept.

Keywords: Object-Groups, Multicast, Replication,
CORBA, Electra, Horus, Isis

1 Statement of Problem
1.1 One World: CORBA

Object-oriented programming is believed to be one of
today's best programming models to cope with complex systems while providing maintainability, extensibility, and reusability [14]. A model claiming such
attributes is particularly interesting for distributed
systems, as these tend to become very complex.
In industry, the client-server model is nding increasing consideration for interconnectivity. In this
model, servers provide clients with access to services
such as le storage or authentication by IPC mechanisms like message passing or RPC. Object-oriented,
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1.2 Another World: Horus, Isis, etc.

by Horus or by one of the other aforementioned toolkits, and not directly on the primitives of contemporary operating systems, e.g., RPC, UNIX sockets,
or Windows NT pipes. In addition, a exible system design has been devised allowing developers to
customize Electra for various toolkits. Hence, Electra can be thought of as a generic Object Request
Broker.
Details of the Electra object model are provided
in [13], whereas in [12] the performance of Electra is
assessed. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section we describe the object model
underlying our ORB. Group-communication is addressed in Section 3, whereas Section 4 describes enhancements we made to the standard CORBA interfaces in order to support group-communication and
fault-tolerance. Section 5 deals with the mapping of
CORBA interfaces onto object-references that support both unicast and group-communication. Portability of Electra is addressed in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 compares Electra with conventional ORBs
and concludes the paper.

In current distributed systems research, there is a
growing community working on problems related to
partial failures and on system models to ensure predictable behavior of distributed applications. Examples of such models are \Virtual Synchrony" [3],
\Pseudo Synchrony" [19], and \View-Synchronous
Communication" [1, 20]. The models are similar;
they mainly ensure that related actions taken by different processes of a distributed system are mutually consistent, and that actions are timely correct
even when multiple components communicate asynchronously to perform some task. Hence, by following
these models the behavior of a distributed application
is predictable despite crashes, asynchronous communication, and in spite of processes joining and leaving
the system dynamically.
Process-groups and fault-tolerant multicast are at
the heart of the models. The models mainly di er
in how membership-changes are propagated to the
members of a process group, in how partitioned networks are treated, and in how context information
associated with messages is represented.
In contrast to CORBA, these models address issues
related to partial failures, process replication, reliable
multicast, asynchronous communication, and ordering of events. Implementation of robust distributed
systems on conventional hardware is enabled by toolkits that follow these models, e.g., by Horus [25], Isis
[3], Transis [1], and Consul [15]. Unfortunately, the
programming interface provided by these toolkits is
proprietary and rather low-level; it mainly consists
of a rich set of C-procedures presenting access to
light-weight processes, unstructured messages, process groups, message passing primitives, and so forth.
Moreover, it is hard to port an application from one
toolkit to another.

2 The Electra Object Model
In our work we consider asynchronous distributed systems consisting of objects which run on a collection
of machines, and which interact by message passing
or remote method invocation. In asynchronous systems, there are no constraints on the speed at which
objects make progress and on the message transmission delays. Furthermore, neither an exact synchronization of the local clocks nor a reasoning based on
\global time" [9] is possible. In this situation, interprocess communication remains the only feasible
means of synchronization. We further assume that
failures respect the fail-stop model [21], which means
that objects fail by crashing without the emission of
spurious messages.
In analogy to the OMG Object Management Architecture (OMA) [23], the Electra object model consists of objects implemented in various programming
languages scattered over an arbitrary number of machines. The ORB is the communication heart in the
model. It provides an infrastructure allowing objects
to communicate, independent of the speci c programming languages and techniques used to implement
the objects. Client applications use object-references
to send messages to remote object-implementations.
References are valid across node boundaries and can
thus be passed from one node to another. Furthermore, objects are not tied to a client or server role;
a client acting as server at a certain moment can be-

1.3 Electra: Bridging the Gap

Indeed, the two worlds provide complementary functionality and are both very important for future
distributed systems. The goal of our work has
been to design and implement Electra | a novel
programming environment combining the bene ts
of CORBA with the strengths of systems like Horus and Isis. Electra is a CORBA-compliant ORB
which, in addition to the functionality provided
by today's ORBs, permits the grouping of objectimplementations, reliable multicast communication,
and object-replication. Electra is conceived to run
on platforms such as Horus and Isis. We believe that
an ORB should be based on primitives as provided
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3 Object-Groups

come a client at a later point and vice versa.
Electra enhances OMA in that objects can be aggregated to so-called object-groups [11]. An objectgroup is a means of combining network-objects and
naming them as a unit (Figure 1). Communication
is by reliable multicast , which means that a CORBA
operation issued through a group-reference is received
by all implementations which are members of the
group.

3.1 Motivation

In distributed systems, communication can take two
di erent forms depending on the number of participants: point-to-point and multicast. The rst form
is trivial and is provided by conventional communication mechanisms like message passing or RPC.
The second form is more powerful and more complicated than point-to-point communication, it has
recently received much attention [3, 7, 27, 4, 8]. We
believe that the conjunction of the group communication model with the object model will lead to a compelling programming paradigm for future distributed
systems .
If the underlying communication hardware or software provides a multicast facility, as it is the case in
the Ethernet or in an extended version of the IP protocol (so-called IP-Multicast or MBONE [2]), Electra can take advantage of it to transmit group invocations eciently. In the worst case, a multicast is
Figure 1: Electra objects communicating by point- mapped into one point-to-point message per group
to-point and multicast invocations. Circles represent member. This a ects the performance of an Electra
objects, dotted ovals de ne object-groups.
application but not the programming model.
Programmers can bind object-references to both
singleton objects and object-groups using the same 3.2 Reliability
programmatical expressions, and multicasts can be If Electra is con gured to run on one of the toolkits
issued both through the CORBA static and dynamic we mentioned in Section 1.2, object-group commuinvocation interface. Object-group communication nication is reliable. This means that when an opcan be performed in a transparent or in a non- eration is issued through a group-reference, all optransparent way. In transparent mode, an object- erational group members will dispatch the same set
group appears as if it was a highly available singleton of operations (Agreement), that this set will include
object. In contrast, non-transparent communication all operations multicast by operational objects to the
permits programmers to access the results of an invo- group (Validity), and that no spurious operations will
cation which were produced by the individual group ever be dispatched (Integrity) [5]. Low-level reliable
members.
multicast is realized by the underlying toolkit and
Another di erence to CORBA is that object in- not by Electra. Electra's contribution is in providing
vocations can be performed synchronously, asyn- an easy-to-use, CORBA-compliant interface to group
chronously, or deferred-synchronously, through both communication.
the static and dynamic invocation interface, and both
for singleton and group destinations. Within an 3.3 Ordering of Events
object-implementation, each invocation obtains its
own thread of execution. The Electra model is thus Creating object-groups as well as joining and reinherently asynchronous and multi-threaded.
moving objects from groups is accomplished by speApplications tting our model are such requir- cial Electra operations which were included into the
ing ecient multicast, asynchronous communication, CORBA Basic Object Adapter (BOA). When creatfault-tolerance, or a combination thereof. Prospec- ing an object-group, programmers specify ordering
tive application areas of Electra are video-on-demand requirements for the invocations dispatched by the
servers, video conferencing systems, groupware, dis- group members. The ordering protocols available detributed parallel computing, and di erent kinds of pend on the underlying toolkit. For instance, if Elecfault-tolerant client-server applications.
tra is con gured for Isis, programmers can specify
that all group members dispatch all operations in ex3

4 The BOA and Environment
Class

actly the same order (Isis abcast protocol), in a causal
order [9] (Isis cbcast order), or by Isis gbcast protocol
[3]. If the programmer speci es an ordering-protocol
that is not available in the underlying toolkit, an ex- Electra is implemented in the C++ programming lanception is thrown.
guage and C++ is the only target-language supported
by the present version2 . Our IDL-to-C++ mapping
3.4 Application Areas
follows the speci cation in OMG Document 94-9[17]. To add group-communication and faultObject-groups have many interesting application ar- 14
tolerance
to CORBA, only two C++ interfaces had
eas:
to be enhanced with a few special operations: opera Fault-Tolerance: Availability and fault-toler- tions for managing object-groups were included in the
ance of an object are increased by using active BOA class, while operations for selecting an invocation
replication, passive replication, or multi-version- style were added to the Environment class. Note that
ing. Each approach can be mapped onto object- both classes still comply with the CORBA standard,
groups. In Electra, an object fails independently since new methods were added to them without alterof the other members1, and the service remains ing signature or semantics of the standard methods.
available as long as at least one of the members
is operational.
4.1 Enhanced BOA Interface
 Load Sharing: A singleton object can be re- In Electra, an object-implementation is an instance
placed by an object-group when the object be- of a subclass of the BOA class below. Thus, BOA opercomes overloaded, and, in many cases, without ations can be issued on any object-implementation.
having to modify applications which use the object. For instance, the group members may share // C++
the available work-load to increase throughput. class BOA f
Parallelism and load sharing can thus be in- public:
// Standard BOA interface. See OMG doc. 94-9-14:
creased step by step.
//
Object ptr create(const ReferenceData&,
 Caching: In certain situations, the response
InterfaceDef ptr, ImplementationDef ptr);
time of a service is decreased if provided by
void dispose(Object ptr);
an object-group, since member-objects can be
placed at the sites where the service is frequently
// Electra-speci c operations:
accessed.
//
static void create group(Object ptr group,
 Ecient Data Distribution: Object-group
const ProtocolPolicy& policy
multicast can be mapped onto hardware (e.g.,
=default protocol policy,
Ethernet) or software (e.g., MBONE [2]) multiEnvironment ptr =0);
void join(Object ptr group, Environment ptr =0);
cast facilities. This allows the same networkvoid leave(Object ptr group, Environment ptr =0);
message to be received by all members of an
static void destroy group(Object ptr group,
object-group.
Environment ptr =0);
 Network Management: Object-groups o er a
virtual void get state(AnySeq& state,
convenient solution to the problem of propagatBoolean& done, Environment ptr env);
virtual void set state(const AnySeq& state,
ing monitoring and management information in
Boolean done, Environment ptr env);
distributed applications.
virtual void view change(const View& newView);
g;
 Mobility: In Electra, multicasts are issued
through opaque CORBA object references and
senders do not need to know the network ad- The BOA::create group method creates a new
dresses of the members. Consequently, an object object-group and binds the object-reference group
can leave a group, move to another place, then to it. The reference can be installed in a name
rejoin the group and continue working. Object- server or converted to a human-readable string by
groups hence o er support for mobility and for the ORB::object to string operation. The policy
system recon guration.
2 language bindings for Smalltalk, Lisp, Fortran, SML etc.
:::

provided that the group members were instantiated on dif- can be provided by writing language-speci c backends for the
IDL compiler.
ferent machines.
1
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4.2 Enhanced Environment Interface

argument is used to tell the underlying toolkit what
kind of multicast protocol to employ, e.g., for total
ordering or causal ordering [9, 5]. If Electra is congured to run on Isis, the policy object will select
either the Isis abcast , cbcast , or gbcast protocol to
transmit a multicast. In the Horus con guration, the
policy object serves to compose a Horus protocol
stack [26]. For instance, the programmer can specify
ATM as transport layer and pick from a variety of ordering protocols to be placed atop of the ATM layer.
The policy-object mechanism could be extended to
cover quality of service guarantees. For example, the
minimum bandwidth necessary to sustain a certain
service could be de ned through a policy object.
Objects in the network join or leave a group simply by retrieving its reference from the name server
and by issuing the join or leave operation with
the reference as parameter. destroy group irrevocably destroys an object-group. Note that the groupmembers themselves are not destroyed.
When an object joins a non-empty group, Electra will obtain the internal state (i.e., the values of
all instance variables) of some group-member by invoking its get state method. Subsequently, Electra
transfers the state to the newcomer and invokes the
newcomer's set state method. A large state can
be transferred in fragments. For this purpose, Electra will continue to invoke the state transfer methods
until TRUE is assigned to the done return argument of
get state. The Environment object is used to signal
an interrupted state transfer due to a failure of the
member from which the state was being received. An
object-state is represented as a sequence of CORBA
any objects.
State transfer is necessary for redundant computations to permit the replication-degree of an object to be increased at run-time. It is the programmer's task to write application-speci c get state
and set state methods. An example of how to write
such methods will be provided in Section 5.2.4. These
methods can also be used to checkpoint the state of
an object to non-volatile storage or to perform object
migration.
The view change method of an object is invoked
whenever another object joins or leaves the group.
The newView object contains information on the
new cardinality of the group as well as the objectreferences of the group-members.
In Electra, object-group members need to be of
the same type, i.e., instances of the same interface,
or they must at least have one ancestor interface in
common. In the latter case, only the operations inherited from a common ancestor can be multicast to
the group.

When clients invoke an operation on a remote object, a CORBA Environment object can be passed
as additional parameter. In CORBA, Environment
objects are used mainly to pass exceptions from the
server to the client. Electra enhances the standard Environment class with three special operations. By the call type method below, clients specify whether an invocation will be performed synchronously (blocking), asynchronously (non-blocking) or
by an intermediary form using a \promise" abstraction [10] to synchronize with the invocation at a later
point.
// C++
class Environment f
public:
// Standard Environment interface.
// See OMG doc. 94-9-14:
//
void exception(Exception);
Exception exception() const;
void clear();
static Environment ptr duplicate(Environment ptr);
static Environment ptr nil();

g;

// Electra-speci c operations:
//
typedef enum fSyncCall, AsyncCall, DeferCallg tCall;
void call type(tCall);
void num replies(Long);

The num replies method permits to specify how
many member-replies the client's ORB will collect
during an invocation. The constant ALL demands
that the replies of all operational group-members
be collected, whereas MAJORITY means that the call
is active only until a majority of the members
have replied. If the constant COMPARE is passed to
num replies, the ORB collects a reply from each operational member. The replies are then compared
and the most frequent one is chosen. If some replies
disagree, an exception is raised. If the selection is
equivocal on di ering replies, another exception is
raised. In analogy to comparator mechanisms in
fault-tolerant hardware [22], this \poor man's" approach permits to detect faulty system components
and to act accordingly. Finally, an arbitrary integral
number ranging from one to the cardinality of the
group can be speci ed to collect an exact number of
replies. If a majority or a certain exact number of
replies cannot be collected due to a failure, an exception is thrown.
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5 IDL-Mapping of Group Operations



5.1 Operation Signatures

Operations with non-void return-type, op2 for
instance, are mapped into Electra operations
which can be issued only synchronously.

By following these rules, the Electra stub generator
translates interface example into the following
Electra's C++ mapping goes beyond the OMG speci ++
C
class de nition. This class serves as static invocation in that IDL operations are mapped on an addication
interface to objects of type example:
tional signature which is needed for non-transparent
group communication.
// C++
class example: public Object f
// typedefs for upcalls:
//
typedef void (op1 upcall)(Float o,
const Environment&);
typedef void (op1 upcall mc)(const FloatSeq& o,
const EnvironmentSeq&);
typedef void (op3 upcall)(const Environment&);
typedef void (op3 upcall mc)(
const EnvironmentSeq&);

// IDL
interface example f
void op1(in oat i, out oat o);
oat op2(in oat i, out oat o);
void op3(in oat i);
g;

The mapping of CORBA interfaces onto Electra
invocation-stubs can be summarized as follows:






// signatures for unicast and transparent multicast:
//
void op1(Float i, Float& o, Environment&,
op1 upcall =0);
oat op2(Float i, Float& o, Environment&);
void op3(Float i, Environment&, op3 upcall =0);

Every operation is mapped into two C++ signatures: one for performing unicast and transparent multicast, another one for performing nontransparent multicast. In the non-transparent
case, environment, return, out, and inout arguments are mapped into CORBA sequences
of the arguments' data types. Using the nontransparent invocation form, programmers gain
access to environment objects, return values, out
and inout arguments generated by the individual object-group members. Transparent group
invocations, on the other hand, ll the rst arriving reply into the arguments and convey the
illusion of communicating with a non-replicated,
highly available object. Note that a singleton
object can be treated like a group with only one
member.
Operations with void return-type, for instance
op1 and op3, are mapped into Electra operations which can be issued synchronously, asynchronously, and deferred-synchronously. The
programmer selects a call type through an Environment object acting as additional parameter
for the invocation.
An upcall method can be speci ed for asynchronous and deferred-synchronous operations.
The upcall is automatically invoked with an own
thread of execution when the reply to an operation has arrived at the client. The signature
of the upcall is determined by omitting all in
parameters from the signature of the associated
interface operation.

// signatures for non-transparent multicast:
//
void op1(Float i, FloatSeq& o,
EnvironmentSeq&, op1 upcall mc = 0);
FloatSeq op2(Float i, FloatSeq& o,
EnvironmentSeq&);
void op3(Float i, EnvironmentSeq&,
op3 upcall mc =0);

g;

:::

In the above example, the rst version of the operations permit transparent communication with singleton objects and object-groups. Issued on an objectgroup, per default the rst arriving member reply is
assigned to the out arguments, inout arguments, to
the environment, and to the operation's return value.
Replies arriving later will be discarded. The second version of each operation has a sequence type
in place of its return arguments, and serves for nontransparent multicast. op2 can be issued only synchronously as it is a non-void operation.
Since the non-transparent form employs sequences
for the inout arguments, the question arises how
an inout parameter is passed from the client to the
server. Our solution is to store the parameter in the
rst position of the sequence. In contrast, out parameters are unproblematic, since data is passed from the
server to the client only.
Note that the multicast version of an operation
requires a sequence of Environment objects because
such objects contain information on exceptions, and
6

each group-member can report an exception by itself. to a group. In the latter case, transparent groupAnalogously to inout arguments, the rst element of communication is performed.
an Environment sequence informs the run-time of the
operation type and of the requested number of replies. // C++
// upcall procedure for asynchronous invocation:
void op1 upcall(Float outF, const Environment& env)f
// outF holds the result of the asynchronous
// invocation below.

5.2 Examples

5.2.1 Object-Groups and Multicast

g

In the following code fragment we demonstrate how
two object-implementations, impl1 and impl2, are
inserted into an object-group. For the sake of simplicity we create both implementations in the same
process. For fault-tolerance, impl1 and impl2 would
be instantiated on two di erent machines. After having created impl1 and impl2 in the server process,
the BOA::create group operation is issued to create an empty object-group and to bind the objectreference group to it. Subsequently, impl1 and impl2
are inserted into the group, and the group-reference
is registered with a system-wide name server.

void proc1(example var& ref)f
Float outF;
Environment sync, async, defer;
sync.call type(SyncCall);
async.call type(AsyncCall);
defer.call type(DeferCall);
// Synchronous (blocking) invocation:
ref; op1(7.3, outF, sync);
// at this point outF holds the result.
>

:::

// Asynchronous (non-blocking) invocation:
ref; op1(7.3, outF, async, op1 upcall);
// outF is unde ned. The result will be passed
// to the upcall.
>

// C++
// Server site:
//
// Create two implementations of interface example:
im example impl1, impl2;
// declare a group-reference:
example var group;
// Create an object group, insert impl1 and impl2:
BOA::create group(group);
impl1.join(group);
impl2.join(group);
// Register the group reference with the name server:
NameServer.bind("my object-group", group);

:::

// Deferred-synchronous invocation:
ref; op1(7.3, outF, defer);
// outF is unde ned.
// perform local computations
defer.wait(); // suspends the caller only if necessary.
// at this point outF holds the result.
>

:::

g

The synchronous call suspends the issuing thread
until the reply has arrived. After the call, outF
contains the result returned by the server. In case
that ref is bound to an object-group, the call is
suspended only until the rst member-reply has arrived, unless this default behavior is changed by the
Environment::num replies method.
In asynchronous mode, the issuing thread is not
suspended and outF remains unde ned. As soon
as the reply is received by the caller's ORB, the
op1 upcall method is started with its own thread of
execution, and with outF as parameter. If the server
has returned an exception it will be assigned to the
Environment parameter of op1 upcall.
The deferred-synchronous call works like the asynchronous one, however, by issuing the wait method
on the Environment object, the caller is suspended
until a reply is received from the server. When wait
returns, the outF argument is de ned. Thus, the
Environment parameter acts like a \promise" object
[10] in that it permits the caller to synchronize with
the invocation at a later point, and thus to overlap
communication with computation.

// Client site:
// Bind to the group and multicast op3:
//
Environment env;
// Obtain the group reference from the name server:
example var ref =NameServer.resolve("my object-group");
// transparent, blocking multicast (default):
ref; op3(7.3, env);
>

On the client site, an object-reference is bound to
the group and operations issued through the reference
will be delivered to both impl1 and impl2. Objectimplementations may join or leave the system dynamically and operations can be issued as long as there
exists at least one operational group-member.

5.2.2 Synchronous and Asynchronous Communication

The next example demonstrates synchronous, asynchronous, and deferred-synchronous object invocation. Note that the example works independently
of whether ref is bound to a singleton object or
7

5.2.3 Non-Transparent Group Invocation

object which can be completed by the programmer
The next example shows the di erence between trans- as follows:
parent and non-transparent multicast. By using // C++
CORBA sequences in place of an operation's return void im DNS::get state(AnySeq& state, Boolean& done,
Environment ptr)f
arguments, programmers gain access to the replies
//
Pack all DNS entries into the "state" object:
of the individual group-members. Non-transparent
//
multicast is useful when group-members perform diffor(ULong i =0; i 2  hosts.length(); i += 2)f
state[i] = hosts[i/2];
ferent tasks.
<

<<

g;

// C++
void proc2(example var& ref)f
Float outF; FloatSeq outFSeq;
Environment sync; EnvironmentSeq defer;
sync.call type(SyncCall);
defer[0].call type(DeferCall);
defer[0].num replies(MAJORITY);

g;

<<

= addresses[i/2];

// The whole state was read:
done = TRUE;

void im DNS::set state(const AnySeq& state,
Boolean done, Environment ptr)f
// Unpack the received DNS entries.
// First we must clear "hosts" and "addresses":
//
hosts.length(0); addresses.length(0);
for(ULong i =0; i state.length(); i += 2)f
state[i] = hosts[i/2];
state[i+1] = addresses[i/2];
g;
// We are not interested in "done" since
// the whole state was transmitted at once.
g;

// transparent multicast (as in proc1):
ref; op1(7.3, outF, sync);
>

:::

<

// non-transparent, deferred-synchronous multicast:
ref; op1(7.3, outFSeq, defer);
// local computations...
defer[0].wait();
// outFSeq now contains the replies of
// a majority of the members:

>>

>>

>

for(ULong i =0; i outFSeq.length(); i++)f
// do something with outFSeq[i]
<

g

state[i+1]

To increase the replication degree of a DNS service,
a DNS object implementation is created and joined
to the respective DNS object group. Electra will invoke the get state method of a group member, marshal the state object, transfer it to the newcomer,
unmarshal it and invoke the newcomer's set state
method. Owing to totally ordered multicast and to
Virtual Synchrony, the internal states of the groupmembers remain consistent in spite of DNS objects
joining and leaving the group, and in spite of client
applications creating and removing entries from the
service while membership changes are occurring.
In order to migrate a DNS object which is a member of a certain group, one just has to instantiate a
new DNS object on the destination machine and to
join the object to the group. Electra will automatically transfer the state of the obsolete object to the
newcomer object and the two DNS objects will run
synchronized. Now, the obsolete object can simply
be destroyed.

g

5.2.4 Replication, Migration, State Transfer

The next example addresses the implementation of a
fault-tolerant domain name server (DNS) whose replication degree can be dynamically varied. Moreover,
the DNS can be migrated from one machine to another while clients are constantly using the service.
// IDL
interface DNS f
void install(in string host, in string address)
raises (ENTRY EXISTS);
void host to addr(in string host, out string address)
raises (NO SUCH HOST);
void addr to host(in string address, out string host)
raises (NO SUCH ADDRESS);
void remove(in string host, in string address)
raises (NO SUCH HOST, NO SUCH ADDRESS);
g;

6 Con gurability

Fed with the above interface declaration, the Electra IDL compiler generates a set of C++ les containing the static invocation interface of the DNS, the
server stubs, as well as a le containing a skeleton
of the service with one C++ method per operation
declared in the interface. This le also provides a
skeleton for the state transfer methods of the DNS

Electra can run on various toolkits and operating systems, the current version supports Horus, Isis, and
MUTS [24]. We believe that Electra can be ported
to Amoeba, Chorus, Consul, Transis, and to other
platforms providing multicast and threads, without
8

much e ort. Although Electra could be con gured to
run directly atop of contemporary operating systems
such as UNIX or Windows NT, we prefer a solution
where a platform like Horus or Isis is employed, since
we regard reliable group-communication and Virtual
Synchrony as a fundamental part of an ORB.

DII

SII

ORB

Horus, Isis, and MUTS is described in [13]. VOS is a
Virtual Operating System layer used by applications
to interact with the underlying operating system in
a portable and thread-safe way.
To map the Virtual Machine interface onto the
proprietary API provided by the underlying toolkit,
a toolkit-dependent Adaptor Object is implemented.
An Adaptor Object cleanly encapsulates all of the
program code which is speci c to a toolkit and necessary to support the multicast RPC module. We call
this system-design principle the Adaptor Model [11].
To port Electra to a new toolkit, programmers only
have to develop an appropriate Adaptor Object. Our
adaptors for Horus, Isis, and MUTS comprise less
than 1000 lines of C++ code each.
Electra-applications can be recon gured to run on
another toolkit by simply relinking them with the appropriate Adaptor Object. Recompilation of applications is not necessary, therefore applications delivered
in binary form can be recon gured as well.

BOA
VOS

Multicast RPC Module

Virtual Machine
Adaptor Object
Horus, Isis, etc.

Device
Drivers

7 Discussion

Threads

7.1 The Direct Approach Would Not
Work

IPC
Operating
System

One might ask where Electra will give better results than an ORB built on conventional RPC or
message passing mechanisms. In fact, conventional
CORBA ORBs also provide multicast object invocation, namely through the send multiple requests
dynamic invocation interface operation. This approach works at best when only one client multicasts
to an object-group, or with multiple clients and static
group membership. However, if two or more clients
issue operations on a group, and given that some of
the operations alter the state of the objects, the internal states will eventually become inconsistent since
multicasts sent by di erent clients might arrive in different order at the members (Figure 3). Furthermore,
if objects need to join and leave the group dynamically, a group membership protocol is necessary to
maintain the view3 that each of the client applications has on the current group membership consistent
and for enabling state transfer to newcomer objects.
Also, the operations multicast by the clients must be
synchronized with view changes. Such ordering and
membership protocols are not part of conventional
ORB technology but are the basis of Horus and Isis.
Another problem can occur when a causal dependency [9] exists in a chain of asynchronous object

Figure 2: Electra Architecture.
Electra is layered as depicted in Figure 2. The
CORBA Static Invocation Interface (SII), Object
Request Broker Interface (ORB), and Basic Object
Adapter (BOA) are based on the Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII) which can be seen as the core
of the ORB. The core itself is built atop of a multicast RPC module supporting asynchronous RPC to
both singleton and group destinations. A straightforward approach would consist in building the multicast RPC module directly on Horus, but for the sake
of exibility and portability we decided to base the
module on a toolkit-independent veneer, called the
Virtual Machine .
The Virtual Machine interface exports operations
for creating communication endpoints, for aggregating endpoints to groups, for asynchronous message
passing, and for lightweight-processes. RPC module and Virtual Machine communicate by means of
downcalls and upcalls. The Virtual Machine can be
thought of as representing the \least common denominator" of the toolkits to be supported. Determining
the \instruction set" of the Virtual Machine was challenging, the resulting Virtual Machine suitable for

3

i.e., the array of CORBA
.

send multiple requests
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Request

objects passed to

A further weakness of ORBs that straightly follow the CORBA speci cation is that oneway operations have only best-e ort semantics. This means
that a oneway operation can get lost even when no
failure occurs, although reliable, asynchronous communication is often necessary for building ecient
distributed applications. In contrast, Electra provides reliable, asynchronous communication, and reliable, order-preserving multicast both through the
static and dynamic invocation interface.
Last but not least, client applications built on
conventional ORB technology may have incongruous
opinions on which objects in the system have failed,
which can lead to unpredictable behavior of applications. In contrast, systems like Horus and Isis provide
Figure 3: Group operations may be dispatched in failure detection and consistent propagation of failure
inconsistent order if the multicast protocol does not beliefs to solve this problem.
provide total ordering.
Client
B

Member
1

Member
2

Member
3

Time

Client
A

7.2 The Best of Both Worlds

The thesis underlying our work is that an ORB based
on group communication primitives and on the Virtual Synchrony model will considerably simplify the
development of robust, scalable distributed systems,
and that communication primitives provided by operating systems in widespread use today are not the
adequate foundation of an ORB. We regard platforms
like Horus, Isis, Transis, and Consul as providing the
necessary system support for an ORB, including for
instance, fault detection, reliable group communication, and consistent ordering of events. Coming from
this position, we described the design and implementation of Electra | a novel CORBA Object Request
Broker combining the bene ts of OMG CORBA with
the strengths of systems like Isis. Electra aims to
support applications that require high availability,
Object
Object
Client
ecient di usion of data to large groups of recipi1
2
ents, parallelism, or a combination thereof. Prospective application areas of Electra are video-on-demand
servers, video conferencing systems, groupware, distributed parallel computing, and di erent kinds of
notify
fault-tolerant client-server applications.
In addition to the functionality provided by conventional ORBs, Electra permits to aggregate objectimplementations to logical groups and to name them
aw
hdr
wit
as a single unit. Per default, such object-groups
are transparent to the programmer and appear like
highly available singleton objects. An operation on
an object-group will succeed as long as at least one
member survives the operation, and the replication
degree can be varied at run-time. If required, proFigure 4: Causality may be violated if the communi- grammers can break this transparency and gain accation subsystem does not guarantee causal delivery. cess to the results generated by the individual members of a group.
Time

invocations. In Figure 4, a client invokes an operation on Object 1 to deposit money on a bank account. Later, the client noti es Object 2 of the deposit. Now, Object 2 tries to withdraw what it believes is on the account, but the deposit operation is
delayed due to an overloaded network. Thus, the account is mistakenly overdrawn. Horus and Isis avoid
such problems by maintaining causal ordering of messages across multiple processes. Owing to context information appended to messages, the run time system
of Object 1 would recognize that a causally preceding message is missing and would delay the withdraw
operation until the deposit operation could be dispatched. Conventional ORBs do not guarantee causal
delivery.

t
osi
dep
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Object-groups can be employed for fault-tolerance,
load sharing, caching, ecient data distribution,
network management, and object-migration. To
hide communication latencies, Electra operations
can be performed synchronously, asynchronously, or
deferred-synchronously, both through the static and
dynamic invocation interface. We also have shown
how group communication and Virtual Synchrony
can be added to a CORBA ORB, namely by enhancing the BOA and Environment interfaces with a few
easy-to-use methods, and by employing Horus or Isis
as communication subsystem.
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Availability

Please contact maffeis@acm.org if you are interested
in using Electra. Presently, Electra is a working prototype consisting of a CORBA IDL compiler, a Dynamic Invocation Interface, an ORB Interface, a Basic Object Adapter, and Adaptor Objects for Horus,
Isis, and MUTS.
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